Changes in seizure threshold over the course of electroconvulsive therapy affect therapeutic response and are detected by ictal EEG ratings.
Therapeutic effectiveness of electroconvulsive therapy is influenced by the degree to which the stimulus intensity exceeds the seizure threshold. However, the threshold rises variably over the treatment course, confounding maintenance of desired relative stimulus intensity. In 47 depressed patients, decreases in relative stimulus intensity between treatments 1 and 6 were associated with diminished therapeutic response at treatment 6 for unilateral (UL) ECT. A multivariate model including manual ratings of ictal EEG data predicted whether seizure threshold rose with 82% accuracy. The same EEG variables were also significantly related to therapeutic response. Thus, decreases in relative stimulus intensity over the ECT course affect the therapeutic potency of UL ECT. Further, ictal EEG indices have considerable potential for predicting such stimulus intensity changes and their effect on therapeutic outcome.